OnPoint Release 6.8
Release Notes - Web Version

Course Manager (OPCM)
Item #
Configuration Area

2/1/19
Enhancement = improvement to an existing system feature
Bug = feature not working as expected
New Feature = new capability in the system

Functional Area

Type

Summary

Details

*CORE-827

OPCM - Administration Audit Trail

Bug

Audit Trail tracking of status
changes

When an admin changes a user's assignment status,
the user's ID is now correctly recorded in the Audit
Trail. Previously the admin's ID was being recorded.

W32

*CORE-1261

OPCM - Administration Audit Trail

Enhancement

New option to filter audit trail by A new option has been added to the Audit Trail to
user ID
allow admins to filter the list of actions by a specific
user ID.

W48

*CORE-1447

OPCM - Administration Catalogs - Select Catalog Groups - Assign

Bug

Added IE support to the
The pagination on the catalog group assignment page
paginated list of available catalog has been reworked to no longer throw an error when
groups
using the IE browser and navigating between the
pages of available groups.

W52

*LMS-187

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer

Enhancement

GDPR Customer level
configuration

Create Customer Level Configuration to determine if
GDPR should be enabled for that customer to coincide
with the implementation of the EU's GDPR.

W17

*LMS-381

OPCM - Administration Bug
Configuration - Customer Edit News Content

Close button no longer overlaps
News items

The list of News Items in OPCM has been reworked to
scroll instead of having items extend past the bottom
of the page. In previous versions of 6.7, the Close
button overlapped with the news items further down
the list.
Note: News Item management is being relocated in an
upcoming release.

W21

*LMS-305

OPCM - Administration Enhancement
Configuration - Customer Edit WebEx Settings

Added support for WebEx audio
in WebEx module

Support has been added for creating a WebEx session
where the customer is set to use WebEx audio as their
telecommunications option. The "Enable TSP" flag
must be set to "No" to allow the use of WebEx audio.

W20

*CORE-1255

OPCM - Administration Enhancement
Configuration - Customer User Fields Configuration

User field configurations have
been consolidated

The configurations for setting which user fields are
available in OPCM, OPPM, and the upcoming user My
Profile feature have been consolidated into a single
'User Fields Configuration' window in OPCM. From
this window, admins can set which standard and
custom user fields can be viewed, which can be
edited, and which are mandatory.

W46

*CORE-1491

OPCM - Administration Bug
Configuration - Customer User Fields Configuration

Repaired launching of
configuration window

Repaired an error that occured when opening the
User Fields Configuration window.

W2

*LMS-430

OPCM - Administration Enhancement
Configuration - Customer OPCV Object List

New Events tab in 'OPCV Object
List Configuration'

An 'Events' tab has been added to the 'OPCV Object
List Configuration' window in OPCM, alongside the
existing Content and Assessments configurations.
From this tab, admins can set which filters, columns,
and details appear to users in OPCV, as well as
controlling whether users have access to the Event
Catalog page.

W25

*LMS-377

OPCM - Administration Display Hierarchy

Enhancement

Display Hierarchy root node list
now drag and drop

The list of root nodes in the Display Hierarchy
management page now supports drag and drop
functionality for easier rearrangement of root nodes.

W23

*LMS-496

OPCM - Administration File Management - File
Download

Enhancement

File upload detail added to
directories

The date and time of files being added to server
directories for export are now recorded and displayed
in the directory list views for audit trail purposes.

W25

OPCM - Administration File Management - File
Download

Enhancement

Process to delete old, unused files A process has been added to automatically delete files
from server directories
in the server Import and Export directories a set
number of days following their upload. The process
defaults to 30 days, but can be configured from
OPCM.
This process removes files stored in the server Import
and Export directories, not files uploaded as part of an
import process. Removing the old files frees up system
resources and improves security by ensuring user data
is not being retained unnecessarily outside of the
database and system backups.

W27

*CORE-795

OPCM - Administration File Management - File
Download

Enhancement

Messaging on automatic file
removal from server directories

Messaging has been added to the Import and Export
file directories. This text informs admins regarding the
recently-added, configurable process to automatically
delete files in the server Import and Export directories
a set number of days following their upload.

W34

*LMS-225

OPCM - Administration Import - Export - Export
Data - CSV Export

Enhancement

Tightened security of data on user Tightened security on all password-related fields when
export
performing data export.

W20

*LMS-497

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Import/Export File Removal
Period

Sprint

*LMS-231

OPCM - Administration Import - Export - Export
Data - CSV Export

Enhancement

Restrict tables available for export Reduced the available database tables for export to
tables relevant to customer needs.

W20

*CORE-1164

OPCM - Administration Import / Export - Import
Data - Import Users

Bug

Import now defaults role to 'User' Users imported into the system via the standard user
if none defined
import now default to a role of 'User' if the role_id
field is left blank. This ensures the users have a role
value in the database even if the field is not filled.

W44

*LMS-518

OPCM - Administration Import/Export - Import
Data - Import Users

Bug

Correct value in User Import
History

When users are imported into the system via the
OPCM Import Users function, the number of users
imported is now correctly recorded and displayed
under the Import History tab. Previously the number
of users imported was not being stored.

W25

*CORE-965

OPCM - Administration Import/Export - Import
Data - Import Users

Bug

Primary job code now set for
imported users

Users created via the OPCM import template function
now have their assigned job codes set as primary if
the "Make Primary Job Code" option is selected during
the import. Previously, the imported users would be
assigned to the job code, but it was not set as their
primary.

W36

*CORE-754

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix

Enhancement

Control Site Admin access to
Administration Matrix

To facilitate Site Admins regulating administrator and
manager rights, a new configuration has been created
to set which Site Admins have access to the
Administration Matrix. This requires OnPoint Root
Admin assistance to make the settings.

W32

*LMS-206

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix
(OnPoint RAs only)

Enhancement

GDPR Admin Matrix

Update Admin Matrix to control who can see GDPR
user acceptance and execute actions to coincide with
the implementation of the EU's GDPR

W17

*LMS-421

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix
(OnPoint RAs only)

Enhancement

Admin Rights Matrix can now
restrict user sub-tab access by
admin role

User sub-tabs have been added to the OPCM
Administration Matrix. It is now possible to set which
admin roles or individual admins have the rights to
access the user sub-tabs (Assignments,
Recommendations, Memberships, etc...) or view user
information such as the Competency Matrix,
certificates, access history, etc...
Please ask your Engagement Manager if you have any
questions.

W25

*LMS-100
*LMS-102
*LMS-183
*LMS-260
*LMS-261
*LMS-262
*LMS-274
*LMS-275
*LMS-276
*LMS-503
*LMS-504

OPCM - Administration Thumbnails, Badges &
Images

Enhancement

New 'Type' value for nuggets

Nuggets are now automatically set with a 'Type' value
reflecting the type of the asset associated with the
nugget (PDF, video, etc...). Default thumbnails can be
set for each unique nugget type, allowing for better ata-glance understanding of the nugget file type.
Any thumbnail set at the individual nugget level will
override this default.

W23

*LMS-192

OPCM - All Assignable
Enhancement
Objects (Courses, Nuggets,
Assessment Sets, Skill
Profiles, Curriculums,
Events, Activities)

Enhanced Ratings / Like display

All object Assignments pages in OPCM have been
updated to bring forward the pie chart that details
user completions for the object and any associated
likes or ratings.

W17

*LMS-440

OPCM - All Assignment
pages

Enhancement

Reorder Nuggets and Assessment The order of Nuggets and Assessments Sets have been
Sets on object assignment pages swapped on all object assignment pages in OPCM. The
new order ensures like objects (courses and nuggets)
appear together in the lists. All functionality for each
section remains unchanged.

W27

*LMS-435
*LMS-471
*LMS-472
*LMS-473
*LMS-481
*LMS-482
*LMS-483
*LMS-501
*LMS-541

OPCM - All Assignment
pages (Users, Groups,
Objects)

Enhancement

New paginated assignment pages Most object and group assignment pages have been
updated with new pagination and filtering. This new
functionality speeds up page loading times
considerably for customers who have a large amount
of data, and allows for faster and easier filtering to
find the object or group you wish to assign.
Additionally, the object and group assignment
processes have been made consistent across all
updated pages.

W23

*LMS-336

OPCM - All Objects Recertify - Version

Bug

Retaining versioning comments & Versioning comments and history are now correctly
history
recorded and displayed on the Version History subtab.
Previously the comments were not being retained.

W20

*LMS-397

OPCM - All Objects - Trigger Bug
Tab - Fail-To-Start/Fail-ToFinish triggers

Due Date triggers now notify
correctly

W21

Corrected an issue which caused due date-related
notifications to not adhere to any notification limits
set. These notifications are now created and sent
according to Fail-To-Start and Fail-To-Finish trigger
settings.

*LMS-257

OPCM - All Objects Triggers

*LMS-376

Enhancement

Display if trigger will generate
xAPI statement

New column to denote if a triggered action will
generate an xAPI statement and send it to the defined
LRS endpoint.

W20

OPCM - Any Trigger - Add Enhancement
Assignment/Recommendat
ion

Object ID added as hover tooltip
for triggered assignments

Hovering over an object name in the 'Triggered
Assignment/Recommendation' window for any trigger
now displays a tooltip containing the object ID. This
ensures the correct object is assigned or
recommended on the firing of the trigger.

W23

*CORE-1182

OPCM - Assessments Assessment Sets - Select
Assessment Set Assignments - Users Assign

Bug

Advanced filter option re-added
to Assignment page of
Assessment Sets

The Advanced filter option has been re-added to the
Assessment Set Assignment page after being
inadvertently removed in a previous build.

W44

*CORE-886

OPCM - Assessments Questions - Select Non
Graded Question

Bug

Re-added remediation for nongraded questions

Reverted the Question Edit page to allow admins to
enter and edit remediation text for non-graded
questions. Earlier 6.8 builds only allowed
correct/incorrect remediation text for graded
questions.

W34

*CORE-1195

OPCM - Assessments Enhancement
Questions - Select Question

Support for acute accent
characters

Characters with acute accents are now supported in
question and question answer text. Examples of
accute accent characters include 'é', 'ñ', and 'ç'.

W46

*LMS-417

OPCM - Assessments Bug
Questions - Select Question
- Answers

Raised answer points maximum
to match question points
maximum

Resolved an issue which prevented question answers
from being set with a points value greater than '1'. It is
now possible to set the points for an answer up to the
maximum for the question.

W21

*LMS-243

OPCM - Assessments Bug
Questions - Select Question
- Copy As

Copy Question Error in OPCM

Resolved an error which prevented the Copy Question
process from working.

W17

*CORE-1254

OPCM - Assessments Report 1328

Bug

Optimization of 'Assessment Set
Feedback Detail' report

Report 1328 - Assessment Set Feedback Detail by
Org/Group has been optimized to both run faster and
use fewer system resources. This report should now
generate and present results much faster for
customers with large numbers of users and user
answers.

W46

*LMS-126

OPCM - Assessments Reports

Enhancement

"Wrong" answers in SCORM test
results report

In instances where an authoring tool records an
answer as "Wrong", we now support equating that
with an "Incorrect" answer for reporting.

W17

*LMS-521

OPCM - Assessments Review Feedback - Select
Object - Feedback Detail

Bug

Feedback Detail now limited to
selected object

The feedback detail page is now correctly limited to
display the statistics for the selected object. The page
was previously displaying the statistics for all objects
to which the feedback test was associated.

W27

*LMS-247

OPCM - Assessments Bug
Tests - Select Test - Triggers
- Select Trigger Action Save as Template

Saving test trigger templates

Fixed an issue where trigger templates for tests were
not properly saving and reloading.

W17

*LMS-566

OPCM - Content - Courses - Bug
Select Course - Triggers

Complete-Course trigger now
correctly fires a single time for
xAPI courses

The xAPI course completion process has been updated
to ensure the Complete-Course trigger is only fired a
single time, even in the case of multiple completion
statements being sent to the LRS.

W27

*LMS-546

OPCM - Content - Courses / Enhancement
Nuggets - Select Object Publish

Course and nugget publishing
As multiple tests for a single course or nugget are not
process for mobile now checks for supported on mobile, the publishing processes now
multiple assigned tests
alerts the admin if the course or nugget has multiple
tests assigned and is being published with a mobile
version.

W27

*LMS-361

OPCM - Content - Nuggets - Bug
Select Nugget - Advanced

Removed duplicate nugget config Removed duplicate 'Allow User Rating' config for
nuggets.

W20

*LMS-494

OPCM - Content - Reports

Fixed generation process for
'Course Time Analysis by
Org/Group' report

Resolved an issue which prevented the 'Course Time
Analysis by Org/Group' report from being generated
when run from OPCM.

W25

*CORE-1192

OPCM - Content - Reports - Enhancement
Report 1324

"User Access by Group" now
Report 1324 - User Access by Group now includes a
allows for filtering users by access new 'Show' filter. In addition to the existing filter
options, this allows for filtering the results to include
only users who have Accessed the system, users who
have No Access, or All users. Previously the report
displayed all conditions in the output.

W46

*CORE-1185

OPCM - Content - Reports - Enhancement
Report 1472

Added object custom field display
options to Assignment
Completion by Object Type by
Group report

W46

Bug

The Assignment Completion by Object Type by Group
now includes selection options for object-level custom
fields in the Show/Hide area of the report filter for
inclusion the report results.

*CORE-962

OPCM - Content - Wizards

*CORE-1494

Content wizards now displaying As of an earlier build of 6.8, the content wizards
appropriate custom field options displayed custom field validated options for the user
instead of the validated options for the object type.
The result was that custom field values could only be
set following the creation of the course or nugget.
This has been corrected, and custom field values can
again be added to courses and nuggets as part of the
content wizard.

W36

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Bug
Content Wizards - Nugget OPDoc

Repaired wizard when creating
OPDoc nuggets

The Nugget Wizard was previously throwing an error
when creating nuggets from documents inside the
OPDoc library. This has been corrected, and document
nuggets can once again be created and launched.

W2

*CORE-1357

OPCM - Content - Wizards - Bug
Content Wizard - URL
Nugget

Nugget wizard updated to allow
long URLs

The nugget wizard now allows admins to enter very
long URLs for URL nuggets. Previously the wizard
would throw an error if the link contained too many
characters.

W48

*LMS-286

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Activities - Select Activities

Extend bulk-archiving to Activities Added in the ability to archive all users with a specific
status for an Activity. This was already functionality at
the user level, this change extends the functionality to
work in a similar fashion from the activity itself and for
all users with a specified status.

W20

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Activities - Select Activity Certificates

Certificates can now be added to It is now possible to associate a certificate with an
activities
activity, similar to other object types. This brings
activities more in line with other object types and
increases the value of an activity within the system by
making it an action that can earn a certificate for a
user.

W38

*LMS-410

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Activities - Select Activity Triggers

Resolved 6.7 issue when adding
notification to activity trigger

Corrected error found when clicking on the option to
add a notification to an activity trigger.

W21

*CORE-1410

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Event Locations - Select
Base Node - Add Child
Location

"Branch" event location tree
nodes now created with
customer's default time zone

When adding a new "branch" node to the event
location tree, the time zone of the node is now set to
the customer's default time zone. Previously branch
nodes were being set with the first time zone in the
alphabetically sorted list.

W52

*LMS-536

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Event Session Wizard

Corrected Event Session Wizard

If no timezone is set when creating a session via the
Event Session Wizard, the wizard now correctly sets
the session with the configured default timezone.

W25

*CORE-750

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Event Session Wizard

Event Session Wizard now
defaults Session duration to
match Class duration

ILT and webinar sessions created via the Event Session
Wizard have their duration set to the selected class
duration by default as designed. Previously the session
durations were all being set to 1 hour.

W29

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Event Session Wizard

Control status of pending sessions A configuration has been added to set the "Default
via the wizard
New Session Status" for sessions created via the event
session wizard. If it is desired to keep newly created
sessions hidden from user view until they are fully
configured, this option can be used to set the status of
new sessions to 'Pending'.

W32

*CORE-1336

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Event Session Wizard

Automatic session title generation Event sessions created via the Event Session Wizard
added to Event Session Wizard
will now include an auto-generated title based on the
configuration setting, or default to 'Event Name - Date
- Time - Location'. Previously the title field was left
blank.
The next release will include an option to define the
titles of sessions created via the wizard.

W52

*CORE-1451

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Event Session Wizard

Event Session Wizard can now be The Event Type filter in the Event Session Wizard now
used to create sessions for Adobe allows for selecting Adobe Connect webinar events in
Connect events
the dropdown, allowing sessions to be created via the
wizard.

W52

*CORE-1409

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Classes

Additional filter options added to New filters have been added to the event session list
event session lists
view in OPCM to allow for filtering sessions by ID, Date
Range, Location, and Instructor. These filters replace
the existing 'Show/Hide Past Sessions' options and
collectively allow admins to more easily locate the
sessions they wish to manage.

W52

Reorder notification processes on When a user was removed from a session, the process
removal from sessions
to remove future notifications associated with the
session was immediately deleting the newly created
Removed-From-Event-Session triggered notifications.
The order has been reversed, so the removal
notifications are added to the queue after the cleanup
process has completed.

W32

*CORE-928

*CORE-693

*CORE-805

OPCM - Content - Library Activity Certificate

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Course Manager

Bug

OPCM - Events & Activities - OPCM Events & Activities Bug
Instructor led - Select Event - Instructor led - Select Event
Triggers
- Classes - Select Session Enrollment

*CORE-1437

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Classes Select Session - Enrollment

User removal from a session no
longer records duplicate log
entries

Removing a user from an event session via OPCM was
previously recording duplicate entries in the event
session log; this has been addressed.

W52

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor Led Classes Select Session

Session time zone now updates to Fixed an issue with the session time zone where the
match selected session location time zone would not automatically populate when an
admin selected a session location. This has been
addressed, and upon selection of a location, the
session time zone is now updated to match that
location.

W36

*LMS-399

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor Led or Webinar Select Event - Classes Session

Attendance now marked after
scanning Session QR Code

Scanning the Session Attendance QR Code as a user
now correctly sets the user's attendance status to
'Attended'. In the previous 6.7 build, scanning the
code would send a statement to the LRS but not
update the user's attendance in OPCM.

W21

*LMS-545

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor Led or Webinars Select Event - Classes Select Session

Corrected issue with directly
editing session duration

Admins are now able to manually set the duration of
ILT and webinar sessions, which automatically adjusts
the session end time to match. This corrects an issue
where the end time was being set to midnight if the
duration was ever edited.

W25

*CORE-1153

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor-Led - Select
Event - Classes - Class
Scheduling

Liked session duration now
Editing the duration of event linked sessions was
accurate on class scheduling page previously not reflecting the new duration on the
Class Scheduling page. This has been addressed, and
changing the duration now updates the display
appropriately.

W42

*LMS-128

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor-Led - Select
Event - Classes - Select
Linked Session - Enrollment

Mark all attended' for linked
sessions

The 'Mark all attended' option for linked sessions now
appropriately selects all users in the session.

W17

*LMS-353

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor-Led - Select
Event - Classes - Select
Session

Event Session Status Update
Rights

Fixed an issue which prevented CC and CA admins
with the appropriate rights from updating event
session statuses.

W20

*CORE-1161

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor-Led or Webinar Select Event - Classes

Adjusted format of session time
display

Sessions with a start or end time of midnight now
display that time as '12:00 am', rather than '0:00 am'.

W44

*CORE-1497

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Classes

Session list filters now persist on
navigation

The filters added to the session list page now persist if
the admin navigates away from the page and then
back. Previously the filters were being reset to default
values on navigation.

W2

*CORE-1209

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Instructor-Led or Webinar Select Event - Triggers Assigned To Event Session
trigger

Linked Session option now
remains checked when saving
trigger

Corrected an issue where the 'Linked Sessions' option
was not remaining selected when editing and saving
an Assigned-To-Event-Session trigger. This option now
saves appropriately, ensuring the trigger fires
appropriately for both parent and linked session
approvals.

W44

*CORE-704

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Classes Select Session

Added flexibility to linked session It is now possible to create additional linked sessions
creation
for sessions which have one or more linked sessions.
Previously, the option to create new linked sessions
only appeared for sessions which did not already have
any linked sessions.
Additionally, the number of linked sessions for any
single parent session has been capped at 10. If
additional sessions are required for event completion,
we recommend utilizing multiple classes within the
event.

W34

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Classes Select Session - Enrollment

Appropriate trigger now fired
when 'Waitlisted' user is
'Approved' for an event session

Users who were switched from 'Waitlisted' to
'Approved' for an event session were incorrectly
receiving the 'Removed-From-Waitlist' trigger. This
has been corrected, and now users who are set to
'Approved' from any other session status (Pending,
Denied, Waitlisted, etc...) will get the 'Approved-ForEvent-Session' trigger instead.

W50

*CORE-1363

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Triggers

Associate templates with certain
event notifications triggers

Saved trigger templates for Instructor-Assigned,
Instructor-Unassigned, and Removed-From-Waitlist
event triggers can now be selected from the 'Select
Template' dropdown for new triggered notifications.

W52

*CORE-885

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Master Event Calendar

Midnight sessions included on
Master Calendar

The Master Calendar has been updated to display
sessions with a starting time of midnight. Previously a
start time check resulted in the sessions not being
displayed on the calendar.

W34

*CORE-930

*CORE-1362

OPCM - Events & Activities Event Locations - Select
Location

OPCM - Events & Activities Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Triggers

*CORE-1127

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Master Event Calendar Print

Event Master Calendar not
including Filter data on printout

*CORE-904

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Reports

Updates to Event Category Detail The Event Category Detail report was not populating
report
with custom field data; this has been corrected.

W34

*LMS-367
*LMS-373

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Select Event - Classes Select Session - Enrollment

Config to hide Participated as an
allowed session status

For customers who do not utilize the 'Participated'
session status, a config has been added to hide this
status from the OPCM and OPCV event session
attendance views.

W23

*CORE-1215
*CORE-1216
*CORE-1217

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Various

New "nodes" view for location
tree views to improve page-load
performance

The location trees of Activites, Event Resources, and
the Event Session Wizard have been updated to use
the recently added 'Node View' functionality. When
viewing any of these location trees, the view displays
only the nodes at the current "level" in the tree,
reducing page loading times considerably for
customers with large location trees.

W50

*LMS-119

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Webinars - Select Webinar Classes - Select Session

Webinar timezone updates
reflected in WebEx

We can now update the timezone of a webinar inside
the LMS, and that data will update the timezone in
WebEx.

W17

*LMS-283

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Webinars - Select Webinar Classes - Select Session

SA-level credentials for updating
WebEx instructors

Corrected an issue which prevented the change of the
instructor of a session to be updated over to WebEx.

W17

*CORE-506

OPCM - Events & Activities - Bug
Webinars - WebEx Session Edit

Corrected the update of WebEx Corrected an issue which resulted in WebEx sessions
sessions through the webinar edit not updating in some instances when additional
function
instructors were added to the corresponding webinar
session from within OPCM.

W29

*CORE-1084

OPCM - Instructor Led /
Webinar - Select Event Triggers - Instructor
(Un)Assigned Triggers

Bug

Send To' options re-added for
certain event notifications

Several options in the 'Send To' dropdown were
hidden for Instructor-Assigned and Unassigned
triggered notifications. These instructor, coordinator,
and mentor options were inadvertently hidden in the
last release.

W40

*LMS-205

OPCM - Home - GDPR
Actions

Enhancement

GDPR Actions

Create "GDPR Actions" page for admins in OPCM to
coincide with the EU's GDPR

W17

*LMS-198

OPCM - Home - LRS Viewer Enhancement

Access to xAPI Statement Viewer

An 'LRS Viewer' button has been added to the OPCM
Home page. This basic xAPI statement viewer provides
access to the xAPI activity stream as well as queries /
filter options to identify specific items and patterns.
Requires activation of the LRS by OnPoint tech
support.

W17

*CORE-865

OPCM - Home - LRS Viewer Enhancement

LRS Viewer optimization

The Content Viewer application has been updated to
call a "check user status" method for all skill profiles.
This will help ensure that a user's skill profile status is
appropriately updated when the user exits content
associated with that skill profile.

W34

*CORE-328

OPCM - Home - LRS Viewer Enhancement

Print and Export xAPI statements Print and Export functions have been added to the LRS
Viewer in OPCM.

W36

*CORE-618

OPCM - Messaging

Enhancement

Rename 'Notifications' menu to
'Messaging'

W29

OPCM - Messaging Notification Queue

Bug

Skill Profile reminder notifications Fixed an issue where the Fail to Start and Fail to Finish
now follow limit in configs
notifications for skill profiles were being sent beyond
the limit set by the customer. The notifications now
respect the limit, and will not go out more often than
set in the customer-level configs.

W36

*CORE-992

OPCM - Messaging Notification Queue

Enhancement

Notification queue display limit
now applied after filtering

W38

*CORE-1162

OPCM - Messaging Notification Queue

Bug

New search in notification queue The notification queue pagination now resets to the
now resets to first page of results first page of results whenever search criteria is
applied. Previously the queue would "remember"
which page the admin was viewing, which required
the admin to manually revert to the 'Top' page.

*CORE-911

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Course Manager - Fail to
Start/Finish Notification

Fixed an issue with the Master Calendar print option
which was excluding much of the filter information.
Selecting the print option on the Master Calendar now
correctly includes all information on applied filters.

To better reflect the functions of recently migrated
features (e.g. Announcements, News Items) the
Notifications menu in OPCM has been renamed to
'Messaging'. The contents of the menu remain
unchanged.

The notification queue limit is now applied after any
admin-defined filtering is applied, rather than before
as in previous builds. This ensures that the filtering is
run on the full list of notifications, rather than the subset of top 25 pending notifications in the queue.

W42

W44

*CORE-1235

OPCM - Messaging Notification Queue

Enhancement

Labelling of game-triggered
Notifications generated by game triggers are now
notifications in notification queue identified as such within the Item Type column in the
Notification Queue. This column was previously empty
for game-related notifications, so this should assist
with tracking down the source of triggered
notifications.

W46

*CORE-1382

OPCM - Messagaing Notification Queue

Bug

Corrected re-send email
functionality

Addressed an error when attempting to re-send email
notifications with status 'Error', admins can once again
click on the status to resend the failed notification
emails.

W50

*CORE-1394

OPCM - Messaging Notification Queue

Enhancement

Sent Messages now remain in
queue when users are removed
from event sessions

The process to delete queued notifications for the
event when a user is removed from their session no
longer deletes already-sent notifications. This change
ensures that the sent queue maintains a record of all
previously sent notifications, even if the user
withdraws from a session or switches to a new
session.

W52

*CORE-1236

OPCM - Messaging Standard Notifications Notification Templates

Bug

HTML Editor now available for
Trigger Notification Templates

The HTML Editor option has been added to the trigger
Notification Template edit screen, allowing the HTML
formatting of trigger templates to be edited after the
template is saved.

W46

*CORE-1237

OPCM - Messaging Standard Notifications Notification Templates

Bug

All Send To options now available The full range of available notification recipients are
for trigger Notification Templates now available to be selected when editing event
trigger Notification Templates. Previously the logic to
populate the 'Send To' dropdown was omitting certain
event-specific recipients, such as Instructors or
Session Coordinators.

W46

*CORE-1034

OPCM - Messaging Standard Notifications Event Notifications

Bug

Repaired the firing of standard
triggers for event sessions

Corrected for standard notification triggers not firing
for event sessions. Standard and event-specific
triggers are now all firing as expected for users.

W38

*CORE-573
*CORE-679

OPCM - Messaging -Forums Enhancement
- Select Forum - Content

Admin can edit/delete forum
posts and uploads

Forums have been enhanced to allow for admins to
edit or delete user posts and uploads. Giving admins
this ability allows for admins to choose to remove a
troublesome post, or to hide it using the existing post
Approve/Unapprove functionality.

W29

*LMS-294

OPCM - Multiple objects (Tests, Questions, Skill
Profiles, Curricula, Events)

Bug

Clearing Category Filter

The 'Clear Filters' option for objects now correctly
clears the Category filter when activated.

W17

*LMS-402

OPCM - Multiple Reports

Bug

Corrected suppression of admin's All admins who do not manage an org chart node can
ability to see org chart in reports now select any node in report org chart filters.
Previously, admins without an org chart assignment
were unable to select any nodes.

W21

*LMS-405

OPCM - Notifications Announcements

Enhancement

Announcements moves to
Notifications area

In a further effort to consolidate messaging in a single
area, Announcements are now found in and managed
from the Notifications menu in OPCM.

W23

*LMS-412

OPCM - Notifications Forums - Select Forum Trigger Tab

Bug

Forums actions now correctly
triggering email notifications

Email notifications should now be sent out to forum
participants as defined in the forum triggers. This
corrects a 6.7 issue with the trigger action not
appropriately creating forum notifications for users.

W21

*LMS-404

OPCM - Notifications News Items

Enhancement

News item management moved

News Item management has been moved to the
Notifications menu in OPCM where other messaging
options are managed. Items are now listed and edited
similarly to objects rather than in a popup window like
in previous versions of OPCM.

W23

*LMS-35

OPCM - Notifications Notification Queue

Bug

Enhanced handling/encoding of
apostrophes in email titles

Implementing new encoding to ensure apostrophes
always appear correctly in the titles of outlook email
notifications.

W17

*LMS-596

OPCM - Notifications Notification Queue

Enhancement

Notifications to invalid email
addresses recorded as 'Error'

Emails destined for users with invalid email addresses
are now added to the notification queue with a status
of 'Error' rather than no status.

W27

*LMS-189

OPCM - Notifications Standard Notifications New User Notifications

Enhancement

GDPR Decline trigger function

Creation of Standard GDPR Declined trigger function
to coincide with the implementation of the EU's GDPR

W17

*LMS-451

OPCM - Skills & Games Game Profiles - Select
Game

Bug

Fixed issue when copying a game Fixed a database connection error which prevented
game profiles from being copied.

W23

*CORE-251

OPCM - Skills & Games Game Profiles - Select
Game - Associated
Groups/Job Codes

Enhancement

Paginatation and filtering added
to group association function for
games

W34

The group and job code association pages for games
have been updated with pagination and filtering,
bringing the pages in line with similar pages
throughout Course Manager. This reduces page
loading times and makes it easier to find specific
groups and job codes to be associated with a game.

*LMS-369

OPCM - Skills & Games Reports

Enhancement

New standard Skill Profile
A new standard report has been added, #1469, "Skill
Percentage Completion by Group Profile Percentage Completion by Group." This report
report
utilizes new checks to return the completion
percentages of users for a specific skill profile or
curriculum, taking into account skill profiles within
curricula and Assign Before/After dates.

W25

*LMS-166

OPCM - Skills & Games Enhancement
Skill Profiles - Curriculums Select Skill Profile

New archive functionality for Skill Added in the ability to archive all users with a specific
Profiles or Curriculum
status in a Skill Profile or Curriculum. Objects within
the Skill Profile or Curriculum are not archived as a
part of this process. This was already functionality at
the user level, this change extends the functionality to
work in a similar fashion from the skill profile itself
and for all users with a specified status.

W20

*CORE-856

OPCM - Skills & Games Skill Profiles - Select Skill
Profile - Assignments

Ampersand symbol display

Corrected the appearance of the ampersand symbol in
object names on the Skill Profile Assignments tab.

W32

OPCM - Skills & Games Enhancement
Skill Profiles or Curriculums
- Select Skill Profile Assignments

Assigning new items to a skill
profile now honors 'Retain
Completion' setting

Adding new items to skill profiles or curriculums was
previously changing the status of Completed users
back to Incomplete, even when the customer 'Retain
Skill Profile Completion' configuration was set to Yes.
Skill profiles and curriculums have been updated to
utilize this configuration, and if set to Yes, new items
assigned to a skill profile or curriculum will not be
assigned to users who already have a status of
Completed.

W52

*CORE-825

OPCM - Users & Groups Groups - Select Group Assignments

Enhancement

"Found In" section for groups and A 'Found In' section has been added to the
job codes
Assignments pages for groups and job codes, similar
to the detail provided at the content level. This section
provides admins with a convenient view of all related
Forums, Games, Display Hierarchies, and Trigger
Actions.

W34

*CORE-967

OPCM - Users & Groups Groups - Select Group Assignments - Assigned
Forums

Enhancement

Now able to assign forums from
group view

Groups can now be associated with forums from the
group Assignments page. Previously, that association
could only be made from the Assignments page of the
forum, and required nearly twice as many clicks.

W40

*CORE-966

OPCM - Users & Groups Groups - Select Group Associations

Enhancement

New group 'Associations' page

The lists of Group Managers and 'Found In' locations
have been moved from the Assignments tab to a new
'Associations' tab in the group management view.
These sections are provided for reference rather than
assignment, and their removal from the Assignments
page reduces the number of sections for easier
navigation and use of that page.

W40

*CORE-1032

OPCM - Users & Groups Locations / Organization
Chart

Enhancement

New 'Node View' for Location
tree and Org Chart

A 'Node View' option has been added to the Location
tree and Org Chart pages. This optional view displays
only the nodes at the current "level" in the tree,
reducing page loading times considerably for
customers with large Location trees or Org Charts.

W40

OPCM - Users & Groups Locations / Organization
Chart

Enhancement

New option to set default Org
Chart/Location Tree view

The default view of the Org Chart and Location Tree
can now be set using the 'Default Org Chart and
Location Tree View' configuration. The newer "Node
View" option displays only the nodes at the current
"level" in the tree, reducing page loading times
considerably for customers with large Location trees
or Org Charts. Admins are still able to select the view
that works best for them, and the system will
remember and display that admin-specific selection
on future logins.

W46

*CORE-1014

OPCM - Users & Groups Locations/Organization
Chart

Bug

Optimized the expanding and
collapsing of location and org
chart trees

The opening and closing of large Location and Org
Chart trees has been optimized, and a loading
animation has been added to inform admins with
large trees that the page is in the process of loading.

W38

*LMS-211

OPCM - Users & Groups Reports

Enhancement

GDPR User Consent Summary
report

Creation of new standard GDPR User Consent
Summary report to coincide with the implementation
of the EU's GDPR

W17

*LMS-271

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers

Bug

OPCM - Group/Job Code
Restrictions not correctly being
applied

Reverted a change to the OPCM user list, now all
admin roles without group / job code management
restrictions can see all users in the list.

W17

*CORE-1016

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Filter

Bug

Corrected date format for 'Date
Created' filter

The Advanced User Filter now uses the correct date
format when filtering using the 'Date Created' filter
option.

W38

*CORE-1010

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - More

Bug

Group filter on User List page
fixed for Root Admins

The 'group' filter now filters the user list for members
of that group. Previously, the filter had no effect for
Root Administrator users; other user roles were
unaffected.

W38

*CORE-1397

*CORE-1067

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Course Manager

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Course Manager

Bug

*LMS-254

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
Manager - Management
tab

Enhancement

Updated user Management tab
layout

The user Management tab has been updated to be in
line with similar pages in terms of pagination and
filtering, reducing page loading times, etc.

W20

*LMS-204

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User

Enhancement

GDPR Privacy section

Add "Privacy" section to User Information page in
OPCM which coincides with the implementation of
the EU's GDPR

W17

*CORE-1403

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User

Enhancement

User address fields can now be
expanded and collapsed

The address fields in a user's profile in OPCM can now
expand and collapse into a single line item. This
reduces the real estate taken up by the address fields
while still allowing admins easy access to view or edit
the fields as necessary. The view defaults to collapsed.

W2

*CORE-420
*CORE-535
*CORE-646
*CORE-650
*CORE-651
*CORE-661
*CORE-678

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments

Enhancement

Track user self-assignment of Skill As supported for other object types, the system now
Profiles and Curricula
tracks whether skill profiles and curricula are
"optional" (self-assigned) or "required" (admin,
manager, or system assigned). This value is then
reflected in a "Self-Assigned" column on the user's
Assignments page in OPCM. Objects included in selfassigned skill profiles are themselves marked as selfassigned, however the requirements for skill profile or
curriculum completion remain the same.
In the next phase of implementation, users no longer
wishing to see or take their self-assigned items will be
able to unassign them directly, without requiring
manager or admin support. This will give users more
control over their learning, including allowing users to
"sample" available content without it becoming
permanently associated with their profile. This
functionality is already active for courses, nuggets,
and assessment sets.

W32

*CORE-828

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments

Enhancement

Additional info in user Event
Assignments section

The Events section of the user Assignments page in
OPCM has been updated to provide admins with a
clearer picture of users' event assignments. A 'Type'
column now indicates if the assigned event is an ILT or
a webinar, and the 'Status' column now displays "Not
Attempted" if the user is missing a session assignment,
and "Incomplete" if the user is enrolled in the session
but has not yet been marked as Attended.

W34

*CORE-908

OPCM - System
OPCM - Users & Groups Administration Users & Managers - Select
Administration Matrix - Role User - Assignments
Administrative Rights - Users
& Groups

Enhancement

New Admin Matrix flags for
accessing or editing user
assignment status pages

Two new flags have been added to the admin matrix
to set which admin roles can access the object status
page for a user's assignment, and whether admins can
then change the user's status from that page. These
two flags can be used to allow or restrict admins from
viewing or altering the details of a user's status in an
assignment.

W36

*CORE-1207

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments

Enhancement

Nested skill profiles can no longer To assist with maintaining an accurate record of user
be unassigned from the user's
assignments and progress, skill profiles that are part of
record
an assigned curriculum can no longer be unassigned
from a user's record in OPCM while the curriculum
remains assigned. Skill profiles associated with
multiple curriculums may only be unassigned once all
such curriculums are unassigned. This affects actions
attempted on the User Assignments page in OPCM.
This change will help prevent the situation where
users are assigned to a curriculum but unable to
complete it due to missing required skill profile
assignments.

W46

*CORE-840

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments

Enhancement

Standard columns added to
Events section

The Events section of the User Assignments page has
been updated to include several columns standard for
other other object types, namely 'Self-Assigned',
'Recertify', 'Last Comp', and 'Next Recert'.

W38

OPCM - Events & Activities - Enhancement
Event Locations

Event Locations can now be set to The Event Location view now responds to the 'Default
display in node view
Org Chart and Location Tree View' configuration. If set
to 'Node', the Event Location view displays only the
nodes at the current "level" in the tree, reducing page
loading times considerably for customers with many
Event Locations.

W2

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments

Repaired formatting of nested
skill profile Type and Status
columns

W2

*CORE-1419

*CORE-1493

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Course Manager

Bug

Previously when a skill profile was contained within an
assigned curriculum but was itself not assigned to a
user, the Status and Type columns on the user's
Assignments page were formatted incorrectly. This
has been addressed.

*CORE-1200

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
user - Assignments - Any
Assign button

*CORE-1041

Enhancement

Admins now always prompted to When unassigning content at the user level, admins
archive rather than unassign
now always see the prompt asking them if they would
content
like to archive the assignments instead. If accepted,
Incomplete and Completed items will be archived to
the user's history, while Not Attempted items will be
unassigned.

W46

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Assign
Activity, Event, or Skill
Profile

Available items now all sorted
alphabetically

When assigning objects to a user, the lists of available
Activities, Events, and Skill Profiles are now sorted
alphabetically, rather than by ID. This matches the
behavior of the already alphabetically sorted lists for
Courses, Nuggets, and Assessment Sets.

W40

*CORE-1199

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
user - Assignments - Event
Assignments

Update event status labels on
user Assignments page in OPCM

The labels for user event status on the user
Assignments page have been updated to better reflect
the current status in the event. The statuses are now
displayed as "No Session Selected", "In Progress", and
"Completed".
This only affects the view of the event statuses in
OPCM; user views remain unchanged.

W46

*CORE-971

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Select
Activity

Prompt for confirmation if activity When resetting a user's status for an activity, the
status reset will delete file upload system will now prompt the admin for confirmation if
the user has previously uploaded a file for the activity.
If the admin confirms the action, the user's file will be
deleted upon setting the user's status back to
Pending.

W38

*LMS-479
*LMS-567

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Select
Assignment

Notification schedule recalculated Updating the Due Date of a user's assignment now
when updating assignment due
recalculates the dates for the next Fail-to-Start or Faildate
to-Finish notifications based on the new due date.

W27

*CORE-879

OPCM - Users & Groups - Bug
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Select
Curriculum with Skill Proile

Fixed Skill Profile status display

The display of a user's skill profile status within a
curriculum has been updated to accurately reflect the
user's status in that skill profile. Previously the skill
profile was appearing as Completed on the page,
despite the user being Incomplete in the database and
correctly displayed as such elsewhere.

W34

*CORE-844

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Select
Event

New user session history page
from Event Status page

A User History button has been added to the Event
Status page in the user's record. This button presents
a user's enrollment and status changes for all sessions
within the event, allowing admins to review the
actions taken by and for the user without requiring
the admin to check each session individually.

W36

*CORE-1149

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Select
Event

User Session Registration History The user Session Registration History view is now
now sorts by date, rather than
sorted by Date/Time, rather than by session. As a
session
result, the user's most recent session registration and
status changes now appear at the top of the list,
rather than interspersed throughout the session
records.

W44

*CORE-1004

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Select
Event Assignment

Added logging of user event
session enrollment status

Event session logging has been extended to record
changes to session attendance status from a user's
record. This update will assist with troubleshooting
and maintaining a more complete audit trail of user
session status changes.

W44

*CORE-1132

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Skill
Profile/Curriculum
Assignments

Enhancement

Skill profiles now nested within
curricula on user Assignments
page in OPCM

To assist with the organization and view of a user's
assigned skill profiles in OPCM, skill profiles contained
within an assigned curriculum will now appear as
"nested" within that curriculum on the user
Assignments page. If any skill profiles are contained
within multiple curricula, they will appear nested
under each appropriate curriculum.
This affects only the presentation of the assignments
in the admin view; skill profiles assignment, statuses,
and end-user views are not affected.

W44

*CORE-1114

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Skill
Profile/Curriculum
Assignments - Unassign

Bug

Fixed unassignment of skill profile The option to unassign all Not Attempted objects
items
within a skill profile or curriculum when unassigning a
skill profile or curriculum has been corrected. If this
option is selected when unassigning via OPCM, all Not
Attempted items contained within it will also be
unassigned. If an item within the skill profile has been
assigned via another method, that assignment will be
maintained.

W40

*LMS-351

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments Tab Assign

Bug

Re-added Select All / Clear All to
OPCM assignment pages

W20

The Select All & Clear All buttons have been added
back to user object assignment pages in OPCM.

*LMS-453

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments Tab Select Course

Bug

Course assignment management
rights updated in Admin Matrix

The course status view in a user's record was
incorrectly controlled by an unrelated Administration
Rights Matrix setting. This has been resolved so all
admins with the rights to reach the course status view
page can now set the user's status in the course.
Customers who do not utilize the Administration
Matrix to control the adding/editing of users in OPCM
are unaffected.

W23

*CORE-1440

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - History

Enhancement

Admins can now unarchive
activities for a user

Support has been added for un-archiving previously
archived activities for a user. This brings the archiving
functionality for activities in line with other object
types.

W2

*LMS-475
*LMS-489

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Information

Enhancement

New 'Tester' designation

Users can now be set with a "test user" designation.
These users appear with "Test User" appended to
their role in the OPCM user list, and can be filtered for
from the same list. Reports will soon be updated to
default to exclude designated test users. This value
currently has no effect outside of OPCM.

W25

*CORE-818
*CORE-819

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Information

Enhancement

Addition of multiple user address The user record in OPCM now includes Street Address,
fields
City, State/Province/Region, Postal Code, and Country
fields. These fields allow for seperating the user's
address into its components, facilitating more
accurate recording of users' addresses for filtering and
reporting.
To ensure continuity of existing functionality, the old
address field remains in place, and automatic import
processes which utilize or populate that field will
continue to do so until updated to use the new fields.

W36

*LMS-215

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Information - User
Extra - Reset User History

Bug

Clearing activity comments

If a user's history is reset or an activity is unassigned
from a user, any comments made by that user for the
activity are now removed. Previously the comments
were left behind but unconnected from the activity
assignment.

W20

*CORE-987

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Memberships Mentor

Enhancement

Now able to assign mentor from
user view

Mentors can now be assigned to a user from the user
Memberships page. Previously, that assignment could
only be made from the Management page of the
mentor.

W40

*CORE-1456

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - Profile - Edit

Enhancement

New Adobe Connect 'Password'
now available on Profile tab for
instructors

A new Adobe Connect 'Password' field has been
added to the Profile tab of instructors in OPCM. This
field exposes whether the instructor has an existing
Adobe Connect password (the password itself is
obfuscated) and allows admins to enter a password if
one is not already saved. This password is used to link
the instructor to their Adobe Connect account and log
in the instructor when starting or joining a session.

W52

As in previous versions, instructors without a
connected Adobe Connect account will have a new
account created automatically in Adobe Connect.
Allowing admins to see and edit the password fields
helps prevent duplicate accounts being created for
the same instructor in Adobe Connect.

*CORE-663

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User - Recommendations Recommend

Pagination of user
Recommendations page

The user Recommendations page has been updated
with new pagination and filtering. This new
functionality speeds up the loading time of available
objects for customers who have a large amount of
data and allows for faster and easier filtering to find
the objects you wish to recommend.

W29

*LMS-239

OPCM - Users & Groups Users & Managers - Select
User - User Extra - Privacy

GDPR User Data Dump

Creation of new GDPR "User Data Dump" Feature to
coincide with implementation of the EU's GDPR

W17

*CORE-474

OPCM - Users & Groups - Enhancement
Users & Managers - Select
User- Assignments - Assign Unassign object with user
progress

Prompt to archive when
unassigning objects from a user

When unassigning In Progress or Complete objects
from a user, the pages now warn the admin that this
will delete all record of user access and ask the admin
if they would like to archive the object(s) instead.
Admins can choose to archive, continue with the
unassignment, or to cancel.
This enhancement is intended to encourage the use of
the archive function, allowing for objects to be
removed from the user's view while maintaining a
record of the user's access and progress in the
content.

W29

Enhancement

*CORE-574

OPCM - Administration
Matrix

OPCM - Various

Enhancement

Parameter control added to
Admin Matrix

The Administration Matrix has been expanded to
include the rights to add/edit parameters for users,
groups, job codes, and all supported object types. This
can be used to restrict access to existing parameters
or add new parameters at the specific object level.

W29

OPCM - Various

Bug

Fixed navigation of paginated
results

Corrected an issue with the new pagination
functionality which prevented admins from navigating
to the next page of results.

W32

OPCM - Various

Bug

User admin rights no longer being Corrected an issue where role admin rights were
overridden by role admin rights
sometimes overriding individual admin rights as
established in the admin matrix. This only occurred for
customers utilizing both non-standard role and user
administrative rights via the administration matrix.
As an example, a role-based right to add a user was
overriden by a specific admin-based restriction against
adding a user.

W46

*CORE-1203

OPCM - Various

Bug

Filtering remains applied when
navigating paginated group lists

Switching between pages of paginated group lists now
retains any applied filtering. Previously the filtering
was being reset to default when moving between the
pages of paginated groups lists.

W46

*CORE-1265

OPCM - Various

Bug

Repaired minimal HTML styling of Following a recent update to OPCM to use HTML5,
titles and descriptions
certain HTML style tags in content titles and
descriptions were no longer recognized. This has been
addressed, and simple HTML tags once again apply
styling to text within OPCM pages.

W46

*CORE-1223

OPCM - Various

Enhancement

Update skill profile references to
include curriculums

Updated assignment and recommendation references
for skill profiles to also include the addition of
curriculms as well.

W48

*CORE-1499

OPCM - Various

Enhancement

Group management logic applied Group management permissions have been extended
to newly paginated assignment
to new paginated pages used to assign users to an
lists
object, assign groups to a game, or assign groups to a
forum. This ensures that all assignment pages in
OPCM follow the correct group management logic.

W2

OPCM - Various - Advanced Enhancement
- Meta Tags/Display Tags

Meta Tag and Display Tag edit
rights in admin matrix

Control over Meta Tags and Display Tags has been
added to the role and individual admin matrices. It is
now possible to allow or restrict the addition or edits
of these tags by object type, by admin role, and by
individual admin.

W36

OPCM - Various Assignments - Launch and
Exit Content

Bug

Update to skill profile status check The Content Viewer application has been updated to
on content exit
call a "check user status" method for all skill profiles
upon user exit of content. This will help ensure that a
user's skill profile status is appropriately updated
when the user exits content associated with that skill
profile.

W34

*CORE-854

*CORE-1131

*CORE-836

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix Course Manager - User
Administrative Rights

OPCM - System
Administration Administration Matrix - Role
Administrative Rights Content

*CORE-873

*CORE-705
*CORE-706
*CORE-707
*CORE-709

OPCM - Administration Manage Reports - Select
Report - Promoted

OPCM - Various - Reports

Enhancement

New Promoted Reports option

To make reports more accessible to admins, the
reports list pages in Course Manager have been split
into 'Promoted Reports' and 'Other Reports'. Reports
set as "promoted" from the Manage Reports section
in OPCM will appear in the Promoted Reports list and
all other reports will appear in the Other Reports list.
This can be used to differentiate the most useful
reports for your organization, separating them from
the full list of available reports. The other reports
remain accessible if a less commonly-run report is
required by an admin.
The reports list pages now also contain columns
indicating whether each report is available in OPPM,
and how many times the report has been run by all
managers and admins.

W34

*CORE-945

OPCM - Administration Manage Reports - Select
Report - Show in OPPM

OPCM - Various - Reports

Enhancement

New column to show OPPM
reports

An 'OPPM' column has been added to the Reports list
pages for all object types. This column indicates which
reports have been made available for Performance
Managers via the 'Show in OPPM' flag.

W38

*CORE-1279

OPCM - Various - Triggers

Bug

Several triggers firing twice when Some standard object triggers were being fired
triggered from OPCM
multiple times when triggered by admin action in
OPCM. This has been resolved, and the triggers will
now only fire a single time per action.

W48

*CORE-1266

OPCM - Various - Triggers

Enhancement

Added tip text regarding timing of Messaging has been added to all triggered notification
mobile push notificaitions
views to appear if the 'Mobile Push' option is selected.
This text informs admins that mobile push
notifications will only be sent out to users during the
server's defined regular business hours.

W50

*CORE-804

OPCM - Various - Triggers - Bug
Select Trigger - Add
Assignment/Recommendat
ion - Assignments Parameter

Repaired parameter-based trigger Corrected the parameter assignment and
action
recommendation functionality of triggers to not
require a specific object to be associated with the
trigger action. This feature allows for the triggered
assignment or recommendation of objects based on
defined parameter values, rather than specific objects.

W32

*CORE-963
*CORE-964

OPCM - Various - Triggers - Bug
Use Template - Save as
Template

Admins can now save over
existing trigger templates

Saving a triggered notification template with the same
name as an existing template will now override the
saved version. Previously this would create a new
template with the same name, meaning that changes
or edits to an existing notification template could only
be achieved through the creation of an entirely new
template.

W40

*CORE-477

OPCM - Various Object
Types - Select Object Assignments - Users Assign - Unassign object
with user progress

Enhancement

Prompt to archive when
When unassigning In Progress or Complete users from
unassigning users from an object an object, the pages now warn the admin that this will
delete all record of user access, and ask the admin if
they would like to archive the object(s) instead.
Admins can choose to archive, continue with the
unassignment, or to cancel.
This enhancement is intended to encourage the use of
the archive function, allowing for objects to be
removed from the user's view while maintaining a
record of the user's access and progress in the
content.

W29

*CORE-766

OPCM - Various Objects - Fail OPCM - Various Objects To Finish Triggers
Fail To Finish Triggers

Bug

Fail to Finish triggers now limited Reverted the Fail-To-Finish trigger functionality to
to Incomplete users
exclude users with a status of 'Failed'. This trigger now
fires only for users who are Incomplete.

W29

*CORE-702

OPCM - Various Objects Triggers

Bug

No longer defaulting triggered
The 'Save as Template' option is no longer
notifications to 'Save as Template' automatically selected when editing an existing trigger
notification. This ensures the triggered notification is
only saved as a template if the admin selects the
option.

W29

*LMS-579

OPCM - Various pages

Enhancement

Updates to OPCM 'Tip' text

The text in most 'Tip' pop ups has been updated to
ensure each tip provides relevant and useful
information on the referenced OPCM functions.

W27

*LMS-531

OPCM - Various Triggers

Bug

Fail-To-Start and Fail-To-Finish
Triggers adhering to trigger
settings

Corrected the logic of the Fail-To-Start and Fail-ToFinish triggered notifications to ensure the
notifications are sent out according to the trigger
settings.

W25

OPCM - Webinars - Adobe
Connect Event - Classes Select Session

Enhancement

Updating Adobe Connect sessions Provided that valid credentials have previously been
in OPCM now automatically
defined in the customer configs, editing the 'start',
updates connected meeting
'end' or 'instructor' values for an Adobe Connect
webinar session now automatically updates the
corresponding values on the associated meeting on
the Adobe Connect side.

W48

OPCM (various)

New Feature

Implementation of the EU's
General Data Protection
Requirements (GDPR)

W17

*CORE-159

*LMS-187

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Adobe Connect Settings

The administrator and end-user experiences have
been updated to allow for compliance with the new
GDPR rules implemented by the EU.
If a customer is configured to use the new GDPR
functionality, users are informed of their rights under
GDPR at their next login and prompted to give
permission to utilize their data for training purposes.
Users who decline to give permission will not be
allowed access to the system or learning materials.
A new trigger action will alert admins to navigate to a
new page to view all users who have declined to give
permissions, and to action any users who have
become inactive in the system.
Full documentation and a job-aid will be provided
soon.

*LMS-461
*LMS-469
*LMS-470

OPCM (Various)

Enhancement

Editable and Visible options for
parameters

Parameters can now be set to be Editable and/or
Visible in OPCM. Off by default, these options can be
used to restrict the edit or visibility of parameters
automatically added during the import of users or
objects. These options only affect parameter
functionality within OPCM; uses of parameters outside
of that application remains unaffected.
Only OnPoint Root Admins can make these updates.
Please contact your Engagement Manager if you have
questions about these options.

W25

*CORE-1500

OPCM / OPPM - Reports Assessment Set Feedback
Detail Report

Bug

The Assessment Set Feedback Detail report (ID: 1008)
now correctly applies date and user status filters,
rather than returning data for all dates and both
Active and Inactive users.

W2

New filter option added to
'Removed-From-Event-Session'
triggers

A new filter has been added to the Removed-FromEvent-Session trigger that allows admins to customize
the trigger messaging base based on how the user was
removed from a session, selecting from:
- Any action (the default option, matching current
behavior)
- System Process (waitlisted user moves to a new
session in the same class)
- User/Admin (a manual removal by an admin or
manager, or withdrawal by the user)

W50

*CORE-491
*CORE-1259
*CORE-1260
*CORE-1262
*CORE-1321
*CORE-1322

OPCM - Events & Activities Instructor-Led or Webinars Select Event - Triggers

*CORE-1089

OPCM - Events & Activities Instructor-Led - Select Event Classes - Select Class - Select
Session

Enhancement

Session location selection limited It is now only possible to select 'leaf' nodes as event
to 'leaf' nodes
session locations. Previously it was possible to select
'branch' nodes as well.

W42

*CORE-1165

OPCM - Various - Triggers

Enhancement

Optimize group filtering of fired
triggers

Caching has been added to the group filtering process
for triggers, speeding up the generation of triggers.

W42

Type

Summary

Details

OPCommon (OPCommon)
Item #
Configuration Area

OPCM / OPPM / OPPortal / Enhancement
OPCV - User Removal from
Sessions

Repaired filter functions of
Assessment Set Feedback Detail
report

Functional Area

Sprint

*LMS-628

Notifications - Forums - Select Notifications - Email Queue Bug
Forum - Trigger

Forum digest emails now sent out Forum digest emails set to be sent out on a daily basis
according to schedule
were incorrectly going out whenever a post was made
in the forum. This has been corrected, and the digest
emails now go out according to schedule.

W27

*CORE-929
*CORE-1128

OPCM - Administration Triggered Notifications Configuration - Customer iCal Attachments Course Manager - iCal Configs Organizer

Enhancement

New option to designate iCal
organizer address

It is now possible to specify an email address as the
customer-level iCal organizer. When iCal notifications
are generated by triggers and sent out to users, the
Organizer field will be populated by this email address,
rather than the system or instructor email addresses.
This configuration does not alter the 'From' address of
the notification emails themselves.

W40

The OPLRS timeout has been extended to 10 seconds
to allow for longer statement processing time. This
change ensures the LRS statement viewer loads
correctly for customers with large data sets.

W29

*CORE-758

OPLRS

Bug

Extend OPLRS timeout to 10
seconds

*LMS-401

OPLS Common

Enhancement

User's recertification history now When users are unassigned from an object, their
deleted if user is unassigned from recertification histories for that object are now
object
deleted. Unassigning objects is intended to remove all
connection between objects and users, and the
recertification history was previously the only data not
deleted on unassignment.
This is an interim solution for database purposes only;
the intention is to put in place alternatives to
unassignment whenever there is recertification history
present such that any completions would be archived
instead of deleted.

W25

*CORE-703

OPLSCron

Bug

Modified the notification cleanup Corrected an issue with the notification cleanup
process
process to ensure notifications that are no longer
relevant are not sent to users, such as the original
session notifications if a user switches to a different
session within an event.

W29

*CORE-620

OPCM - Administration Various
Thumbnails, Badges & Images
- Thumbnails

Enhancement

Default thumbnails for ILT and
Webinar events

ILT and Webinar events can now have distinct default
thumbnails. Unique thumbnails can always be set for
any event, but the defaults allows for them to be
easily distinguished within user interfaces.

W29

*CORE-676

OPCM - Users & Groups Various
Users & Managers - Select
User - Assignments - Activities

Enhancement

Delete user's uploaded file upon
reset of activity status

The user activity flow has been updated so that if a
user's activity status is reset back to Pending, any files
uploaded by the user as part of the activity are
deleted. This will allow users to attempt the activity
again, including uploading a new file.

W29

*CORE-723

OPCM - Messaging - Forums

Enhancement

Support for archiving forum posts Administrators now have an Archive button available
when viewing forum posts. Archiving a post will hide it
from view for users and managers, but will retain the
post in the forum view for admins. This allows for
hiding a post from a forum in case it is no longer
relevant or needed.

Various

W32

*CORE-724

OPCM - Messaging - Forums

Various

Enhancement

Option to delete all child posts on When an admin is deleting a forum post, a new
deletion of forum post
"Delete All" button will additionally delete all child
posts. This option allows for deleting entire threads
from the forum, contrasting with the standard delete
function which removes the text, user, and
attachment information from the post while sparing
any child posts.

W32

*CORE-644
*CORE-715

OPCM - Administration Various
Thumbnails, Badges & Images
- Stylesheets

Enhancement

Customize the look of forums

The appearance of forums can now be somewhat
customized through the use of an uploaded CSS
stylesheet. This allows for straightforward styling
(colors, font, text size, button shapes) of the forums
view to complement the design of custom interfaces.

W32

*CORE-959

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Maximum Thumbnail Size

Various

Enhancement

Configuration to set maximum
thumbnail size

A new customer-level 'Maximum Thumbnail Size'
configuration has been added for selecting the
maximum horizontal and vertical resolution for user
(avatars) and content thumbnails. This allows for
larger thumbnail images if the older 200x150
thumbnails appeared too blurry within the UIs.
Uploaded image files larger than the maximum size
will continue to be automatically downsized, while
uploaded files smaller than the maximum size will
have their aspect ratio retained while adding padding.

W38

*CORE-1191

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Content Rating

Various

Enhancement

Rating or Liking settings for new
content will default to match
customer-level configuration

If a customer's configuration settings are set to allow
user likes or ratings ('Content Rating' config is set to
'Scale' or 'Like'), then all newly created courses,
nuggets, events, and activities will default to allow
user ratings ('Allow User Rating/Like' set to 'Yes'). This
allows users to rate or like all objects without an
admin having to manually allow it for each object.
Ratings or Likes for can still be disabled for individual
objects if desired. Previously created content will need
to be manually adjusted to allow user ratings or likes.

W46

*CORE-1245
*CORE-1246
*CORE-1247

Various

Enhancement

Earned activity certificates can
now be viewed in OPCM, OPPM,
and OPCV

Certificates that users earn from activities can now be
accessed and viewed by the users, their managers,
and admins. Like certificates for other object types,
these certificates are generated at the time of user
completion of the activity, and they can be accessed in
a similar manner to other object types (from the My
Status tab in OPCV, and the user's record in OPPM and
OPCM).

W46

*CORE-1380

OPCM - Skills & Games Various
Game Profiles - Select Game Associated Objects

Bug

Updated game point calculations Updates have been made to the game points
to better accommodate for
calculations to accomodate for curriculums. Previously
curriculums
curriculums could occasionally overlook or duplicate
points earned by completing certain items in the
game.

W2

*CORE-1282

OPCM - Assessments Assessments Sets - Select
Assessment Set - Edit

Bug

Repaired HTML styling of
assessment set titles and
descriptions

Following a recent update to OPCM to use HTML5,
certain HTML style tags in assessment set titles and
descriptions were no longer recognized. This has been
addressed, and simple HTML tags once again apply
styling to assessment set titles and descriptions.

W2

Direct-assigned Skill Profiles and
Curriculums now remove the selfassigned flags for all associated
items

The skill profile and curriculum assignment process
has been updated to ensure that any already selfassigned 'optional' items that may be part of a directassigned skill profile are now marked as 'required' for
the user. As a result, users who previously self-assign
an item have that self-assignment switch to a directassignment when the skill profile or curriculum is
assigned. This change ensures that users cannot
unassign an item within a direct-assigned skill profile
or curriculum, potentially removing any previous
history in that item.

W48

*CORE-1311

CORE-1072

Various - Assessment Sets

Various - Assign Skill Profile Enhancement
or Curriculum to User

OPCM - Skills & Games Various - Complete a test
Game Profiles - Select Game - within a game
Associated Objects

Enhancement

More accurate rounding of game Game points earned from test scores are now
points earned from tests
rounded to the nearest whole number. Decimal points
from test scores were previously being rounded down
to the nearest whole number, which sometimes
resulted in lower than expected game points for tests
with a small number of questions.

W44

*CORE-799

Various - Forums

Enhancement

New rules for forum management New rules have been implemented for determining
which forums a manager or admin should have access
to, as well as what rights they should have in those
forums. Managers and admins who have access to a
forum by virtue of an object assignment or group/job
code membership will have standard user rights to
post in that forum, while managers and admins who
manage the forum group will have management and
moderation rights to the forum.
These rules help ensure that only those managers and
admins intended to manage a forum will have
moderation rights; previously any manager or admin
with access to the forum would have the rights to
approve posts, delete posts, etc.

W34

*CORE-861
*CORE-862

OPCM - Messaging - Forums - Various - Forums
Select Forum

Enhancement

Additional configs for setting user To allow for further customization and management
rights in forums
over the user forum experience, configs have been
added at the individual forum level to allow or
disallow users to like posts, reply to posts, or for users
to edit their own posts after they have been
submitted.

W36

*CORE-888

Various - Forums

Bug

Forum post count now includes
replies

The forum post count presented to users and admins
has been updated to include child posts, giving a more
accurate view into the activity level of the forum.
Previously the count only included "parent" posts.

W38

Enhancement

Forum option to allow or restrict
manager posts

A config has been added to forums to 'Allow Manager
Posts'. Enabled by default, this setting determines
whether GMs or RMs set to manage the forum will be
able to make their own posts to the forum.

W42

Repaired the skill profile completion time calculations
which were excluding SCORM course completion
times from mobile devices. This has been addressed,
and the skill profile completion time now accurately
reflects the time taken for a user to complete all
objects within the skill profile, including time from
both online and mobile access.

W36

*CORE-1068
*CORE-1069

OPCM - Messaging - Forums - Various - Forums
Select Forum

*CORE-914

Various Reports

Bug

Repaired skill profile completion
time calculations

*CORE-1468

Various - Reports

Bug

Rework of report library to only All reports have been updated to only include users
include users in managed groups managed via the system's group management
permissions, excluding job code membership from the
logic.
This ensures that reports don't erroneously pick up
job code membership as part of the logic.

W2

*CORE-1368

Various - Switch User to
Full Session

Bug

Users now set to Waitlisted upon Users Approved for a session and switching to a full
switch to full session
session are now appropriately set to Waitlisted for the
new session. Previously users were retaining their
Approved status, which would have resulted in
sessions becoming overfilled.

W52

Enhancement

Add in a default failed to finish
notification and default finish
notification interval configuration
values for customer
configurations.

W32

Type

Summary

*CORE-768

OPLSCron

Content Viewer (OPCV)
Item #
Configuration Area

Functional Area

Details

Sprint

*CORE-986

OPCV - Activities - Select
Enhancement
Activity - Complete Activity

Added list of allowed file types for To provide users more information about what files
activity upload
they should upload as part of an activity completion,
the Activities Upload page now includes a list of
allowed video, audio, and image file types.

W38

*LMS-333

OPCV - Assessments

Bug

Corrected missing question asset Resolved an issue where question assets were not
issue
appearing in OPCV.

W20

*CORE-1280

OPCV - Assessments Catalog

Bug

Self-assigning an assessment set is Corrected an issue where self-assigning an assessment
no longer displaying an error
set requiring approval would assign the object but
would display an error page to the user. This has been
resolved.

W48

Require Answers setting enforced Tests with Require Answers set to Yes have been
for Likert questions
repaired to require answers for Likert-type questions.
Previously tests could be submitted without a
response to Likert questions.

W52

Complete-Course trigger now
fires a single time for SCORM
Courses

W38

*CORE-1352

*CORE-1011

OPCM - Assessments - Tests - OPCV - Assessments - Take Bug
Select Test
Test

OPCV - Content - SCORM
Course

Bug

The Complete-Course trigger is now only fired a single
time for completed SCORM courses. Previously, the
system was firing the trigger for each completion
reported by the course, which resulted in multiple
notifications if the user clicked on a 'complete' button
within the SCORM course itself.

*CORE-732
*CORE-791

OPCV - Content - xAPI
Course

Enhancement

Configuration to toggle xAPI
statement validation

A configuration has been added to toggle the
validation of xAPI Statements by the LRS. This was
added to ensure that courses containing certain
invalid xAPI statements can still be completed by users
and recorded as such within OPCM.

W29

*CORE-720

OPCV - Content /
Assessments - Launch
Object

Bug

Keep Alive call no longer
increments page hits

The page hits counter was erroneously recording Keep
Alive pings as user "hits"; this has been corrected.

W32

*CORE-816
*CORE-851
*CORE-859

OPCV - Content Bug
Assignments - Launch xAPI
Course

Repaired xAPI data connection

Resolved an issue with xAPI course assessment data
sometimes not linking to the associated user progress
record, resulting in xAPI courses not completing in
some instances. This has been corrected, and xAPI
courses now launch and complete as expected.

W32

*CORE-1156
*CORE-1163
*CORE-1186

OPCV - Courses - Access
Bug
SCORM Course - Review in
Course Time Analysis
report (OPCM/OPPM)

Corrected count of user SCORM
course page views

When a user accesses, completes, or exits any SCORM
course, the user access properly increments the page
hit count, and the page time is properly recorded. This
ensures that the data in the Time Analysis report for
that Course now displays the correct totals for course
views and the time spent by the user completing the
course. Previously, these values were not recorded in
some situations, which resulted in incomplete
information being presented in reports.
This change only affects SCORM courses; xAPI and
other course types already have the desired behavior.

W44

New configuration for filtering
content lists by language

A configuration has been added to control the default
language filter setting of the OPCV content lists. The
configuration itself defaults to 'User Preferred',
meaning that the content lists in OPCV will display
only content that matches the user's preferred
language. Alternatively the default could be set to 'All',
which would display all content to the user regardless
of the user's language. In either setting, users retain
the ability to adjust this filter.

W2

*CORE-1390
*CORE-1391

OPCM - Administration OPCV - Content and
Customer - OPCV Object List > Assessments Tabs
Filters

*CORE-1349

Enhancement

OPCV - Content Lists or My Bug
Ratings

Users can now 'like' content with Within Content Viewer, 'Liking' completed content
a single click of the Like button
required users to click on the Like button twice in
order for the system to register the action. This has
been addressed, and users now only need to click the
Like button a single time.

W2

OPCV - Events

Enhancement

Events page configurable from
OPCM

New ability to customize the elements included on the
Events page in OPCV, including the location and
category filters and the event catalog. These
configurations can now be easily set by a site admin
under 'OPCV Object List' in OPCM.

W27

*CORE-660

OPCV - Events - Event
Catalog

Bug

Past sessions indicated on event
catalog calendar

Past sessions now appear as black in the calendar view
of the user's event catalog to better distinguish them
from the future sessions in yellow.

W29

*LMS-439

OPCV - Events - Register for Bug
Event

Correction to event session
assignments

Corrected issue which set newly registered users to
Approved rather than Pending for their event session,
even if the event was set to require approval.

W23

*LMS-219

OPCV - Events - Registered Bug
Events

Registration for assigned events
outside catalogs

Resolved an issue where catalog restrictions were
being incorrectly applied to sessions in assigned
events.

W17

OPCV - Events - Registered Enhancement
Events - Select Event Change Session

New option to force approval on
user session change request

A new configuration has been added at the event level
to set if changing to a different session within the
same event should require approval on the new
session. This option appears only for those events
which are set to require approval for user
enrollments.

W34

*CORE-1449

OPCV - Events - Select
Event - Select Session Register

Bug

Users can now add themselves to Users are once again able to add themselves to the
session waitlists
waitlist of full sessions.

W52

*CORE-722

OPCV - Forums

Bug

Updated formatting of forums
page

Adjusted the formatting of the forums page in OPCV
to ensure the viewer does not cover the header bar.

W32

*CORE-1264
*CORE-1281

OPCV - My Ratings

Bug

Corrected errors on My Ratings
page

Several issues were found on the My Ratings page and
corrected. Recently completed items should appear
and be available for rating as expected.

W46

*LMS-431

*CORE-672

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer OPCV Object List

OPCM - Events & Activities Instructor Led/Webinars Select Event

*CORE-973

OPCV - Various

Enhancement

Rework of favorites on user
assignment lists

The Favorites sub-tab on all user assignment pages
has been replaced with a Favorites filter option. When
selected, this option will filter the full list of assigned
items by only those marked as favorites.

W38

*CORE-1220
*CORE-1221
*CORE-1222

OPCV - Various

Enhancement

Support for user unassignment of Users are now able to unassign themselves from their
self-assigned items
previously self-assigned courses, nuggets, assessment
sets, and events (provided they do not have an
assigned session). This allows a user to remove a selfselected catalog item from their assignments list
without requiring intervention from support or an
admin.
This functionality is currently available only in the
Content Viewer application; customers with custom
interfaces will require an update to allow users to
unassign their self-assigned items.

W46

*CORE-1291

OPCV - Various

Enhancement

Removed ability for users to
'Dislike' a completed item

The Courses, Nuggets, and My Ratings pages in OPCV
now only allow users to 'Like' a completed object or
remove an existing 'Like'. The 'Dislike' option was
removed as it was under-utilized and did not provide
useful feedback for content managers or developers.

W48

*LMS-218

OPCV (OPPortal - Event
Attendance - Select
Session)

Bug

Limit attendance printout to
approved users

The instructor 'Print Attendance Sheet' function has
been corrected to only include users 'Approved' for
the instructed session.

W20

*CORE-1142
*CORE-1166

OPCV / Custom Interfaces - Bug
Assignment Completion

Skill Profile status evaluated
promptly following user
assignment completion

The process to set the completion status of Skill
Profiles and Curricula has been tweaked to update
sooner after users complete the requisite
assignments. Previously there was a short delay
between users completing their assignments and the
statuses updating.

W46

Item #
*LMS-492

Functional Area
OPDOC

Type
Bug

Summary
Details
Now able to edit/save Document Fixed an issue which prevented the editing of
Names
document names.

*LMS-511
*LMS-522

OPDOC

Bug

Corrected calculation of views

Launches of video or audio files now properly
increments the View Count for the file, ensuring the
Most Popular and Most Viewed widgets are accurately
counting file views.

W25

*LMS-269

OPDOC - Document
Manager

Bug

OPDoc scope filter persists

Fixed the filters in the quick views in document
manager

W17

*LMS-357

OPDOC - Select Document - Bug
Version

Error when versioning a
document

Resolved a minor error when versioning a document.

W20

Type
Enhancement

Summary
Support for Magento group
plugins

Details
Support has been added for bringing in information
on specific Magento group catalogs, allowing for
controlling which items are made available for
purchase for different Magento groups.

OP-Doc (OPDOC)
Configuration Area

On-Point E-Commerce Magento Module
Configuration Area
Functional Area

Item #
*CORE-1239

OPMAGENTO

Performance Manager (OPPM)
Configuration Area

Sprint
W25

Sprint
W46

Item #
*LMS-259

Functional Area

Type
Enhancement

Summary
Details
Add support for Deeplinks to any Support has been added to allow for launching
one tab in OPPM
directly to specific OPPM pages with disabled internal
navigation within OPPM. This allows UIs to link to
these pages without the display or access to the other
OPPM tabs.

Sprint

OPPM - All Pages

*CORE-1258

OPPM - All Pages

Enhancement

Date removed from header on all The current date has been removed from the header
pages
of all pages in OPPM. This was done to keep OPPM
consistent with all other OnPoint applications.

W2

OPPM - All Pages

Enhancement

Admin roles can now be set to
access and utilize Performance
Manager

W50

*CORE-1373
*CORE-1374

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix Performance Manager

The Performance Manager application has been
updated to provide access to selected admin roles.
Previously Site Administrators were the only admins
with access to the application, but Content
Administrators, Course Coordinators, and Event
Managers can now be set to access and utilize OPPM
if they need to manage their users via org chart or
access dashboards.
The Performance Manager rights for each admin role
must be configured under the Administration Matrix
alongside the rights for the existing PM roles (Group
Managers and Reporting Managers).
Custom portals will require role-based login updates
to allow admins to access OPPM.

W20

*LMS-422
*LMS-423
*LMS-591

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix

OPPM - All Tabs

*CORE-1098

OPCM - Events & Activities - OPPM - Events - Location
Instructor-Led - Select Event - Filter
Classes - Select Session

Enhancement

Support for Admin Matrix rights
configuration

Admin Matrix support has been extended to the
Performance Manager application. With the new
configs, access to all tabs and subtabs in OPPM can be
restricted by role and by individual, allowing or
disallowing access to certain functions and
information according to predetermined criteria.
The access to the Admin Matrix remains a function of
Course Manager and is currently restricted to OnPoint
team members, so please contact your Engagement
Manager if you would like additional information.

W27

Enhancement

Event Calendar now also filterable The Event Calendar now also allows for filtering by
by Branch node
event location Branch nodes, which displays all events
sessions set with a Leaf location under the selected
Branch.

W42

*CORE-1218

OPPM - Events - Select
Session - Assign Users

Bug

Triggers now only fired a single
time when users are assigned to
sessions

When assigning users to a session, clicking on the
'Assign Users' button more than once previously fired
the Assignment/Approval triggers multiple times for
each user. As a result, some users and their managers
received duplicate notifications for the same session
enrollment. This has been corrected with the page
now only registering the first click of the 'Assign Users'
button, preventing the triggers from firing more than
once.

W46

*CORE-985

OPPM - Events - Select
Session - Available Users

Enhancement

Reporting Managers can no
longer add users to sessions

To bring the functionality in line with the intended use
of the role, Reporting Managers can no longer assign
users directly to sessions. Other RM rights and the
ability for Group Managers to assign users to sessions
remain unchanged.

W38

*LMS-341

OPPM - Events - Select
Session - Select Location

Bug

Leaf selection only in OPPM Event The OPPM Event Location filter now only allows for
Location Filter
selecting one or more location hierarchy leaf (eg. city).
Previously if someone selected a branch (eg. state),
the selection would fail.

W20

*CORE-1257

OPPM - User Details

Enhancement

Managers can now see but not
edit managed admins

Managers can now see, manage, but not edit admin
accounts if those admins are members of a managed
group or org chart node. Previously, admin accounts
were intentionally hidden from view for Group and
Reporting Managers.

W46

*CORE-1267

OPPM - User Details

Enhancement

Addition of 'User Status' to the
quick filter bar of the user list

The filter bar on the User Details page has been
updated to include a filter for User Status. Defaulting
to 'Active', this filter was added to the filter bar for
accessibility after feedback that it was among the
more commonly used filters.

W50

*LMS-319

OPPM - User Details - Add
User

Bug

User creation in OPPM

Fixed an issue which prevented group managers from
creating new users.

W20

*CORE-1193

OPPM - User Details - Add
User

Enhancement

Preferred Language field now
required for new users

If a customer has multiple languages, the Add User
form in OPPM now requires a manager to set the
user's Preferred Language. This helps to ensure that
users are not inadvertently set with an incorrect
Preferred Language by a manager. Customers with a
single language defined will have the Preferred
Language automatically filled in on the Add User form.

W46

*CORE-441

OPPM - User Details Select User - Assignments

Enhancement

Reorder Nugget and Assessment
Sets on object assignment pages

The order of Nuggets and Assessments Sets have been
swapped on all object assignment pages in OPPM. The
new order ensures like objects (courses and nuggets)
appear together in the lists. All functionality for each
section remains unchanged.

W29

*CORE-263

OPPM - User Details Select User - Assignments

Enhancement

Self-assigned column for user
assignments

A 'Self-Assigned' column has been added to the user
Assignments page in Performance Manager. Like the
similarly named column in OPCM, this column
indicates whether each course, nugget, assessment
set, or skill profile was self-assigned, or whether they
were directly assigned by an admin, manager, or
automatic system process.

W36

OPPM - User Details Select User - Assignments

Enhancement

Separate assignment and
unassignment options in the
admin matrix for Performance
Manager

The assignment and unassignment of objects in
Performance Manager has been divided into two
separate admin matrix flags. It is now possible to
independently set which manager roles can assign or
unassign content from managed users.

W42

*CORE-1070
*CORE-1071

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix Performance Manager Administrative Rights

*CORE-1133

OPPM - User Details Select User - Assignments

Enhancement

Skill profiles now nested within
curricula on user Assignments
page in OPPM

*CORE-1206

OPPM - User Details Select User - Assignments

Enhancement

Nested skill profiles can no longer To assist with maintaining an accurate record of user
be unassigned from the user's
assignments and progress, skill profiles that are part of
record
an assigned curriculum can no longer be unassigned
from a user's record in OPPM while the curriculum
remains assigned. Skill profiles associated with
multiple curriculums may only be unassigned once all
such curriculums are unassigned.
This change will help prevent the situation where
users are assigned to a curriculum but unable to
complete it due to missing required skill profile
assignments.

W46

*CORE-1426

OPPM - User Details Bug
Select User - Assignments Event Assignments - Assign
Session

Removed duplicate code for firing Previously the Assigned and Approved for Event
event triggers
Session triggers were being fired twice if users were
assigned to or approved for a session from the user's
record in OPPM. The duplicated code has been
removed, and the triggers now each fire a single time
as expected.

W52

*LMS-476

OPPM - User Details Enhancement
Select User - Assignments Select Activity

Display user status on Activity
Status page

W25

OPPM - User Details Select User - Edit

Enhancement

Removed undefined custom fields The OPPM User Fields Configuration window now only
from configuration page
includes custom fields if they have been defined.

W29

*CORE-1073

OPPM - User Details Select User - Information

Enhancement

Support for multiple address
fields in OPPM

The multiple address fields (street, city, state, etc...)
added to the user record in recent builds can now be
accessed and updated from the Performance Manager
application.

W44

*LMS-458

OPPM - User Details
Enhancement
Assignment page / Groups Assignment page

Object ID column on user and
group Assignments pages

To better distinguish objects from one another, the
object IDs have been added in a column on the
Assignments pages for users and groups.

W27

OPPM - Various

Enhancement

OPPM admin matrix split into
Tabs and Administrative Rights
menus

The 'Performance Manager' section of the admin
matrix has been split into 'Tabs' and 'Administrative
Rights', allowing for independently determining which
tabs should appear for performance manager roles
and what rights those roles will have on each tab. This
allows for greater flexibility in allowing or restricting
rights in OPPM according to specific customer needs
and business rules.

W38

Item #
*LMS-519

Functional Area

Type
Enhancement

Summary
Details
"Add Test Attempt"
If a test attempt is manually added for a user, this is
communicated to mobile devices now properly communicated down to the user's
mobile device, allowing the user to retake the test.

*APPS-8
*APPS-9
*APPS-10

CellCast - iPad, iPhone, iOS Enhancement
Universal

Updated mobile Activity view with Extended support for new activity layout and
comments
functionality to iOS apps.

W17

*LMS-230
*LMS-232
*LMS-233
*LMS-331
*LMS-332

CellCast - Mobile App UIs

Enhancement

Additional game rank &
leaderboard info

Details such as the total number of users in a game
and their rank are now being provided for display and
use in the UI.

W20

*LMS-266

CellCast - Mobile App UIs

Enhancement

Additional avatar support for
mobile users

User avatar information is now communicated to
mobile apps, allowing the use of the avatars in user
forums.

W20

*LMS-330

CellCast - Mobile Apps

Bug

Corrected mobile SCORM course
completion issue

Corrected mobile SCORM course completion issue
which was preventing the completion of certain
SCORM courses.

W20

*CORE-386

*CORE-955
*CORE-956

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer OPPM User Fields
Configuration

OPCM - Administration System Administration Administration Matrix Performance Manager

OP-Portal (OPPORTAL)
Configuration Area

CellCast

To assist with the organization and view of a user's
assigned skill profiles in OPPM, skill profiles contained
within an assigned curriculum will now appear as
"nested" within that curriculum on the user
Assignments page. If any skill profiles are contained
within multiple curricula, they will appear nested
under each appropriate curriculum.
This affects only the presentation of the assignments
in the manager view; skill profiles assignment,
statuses, and end-user views are not affected.

The user Activity Status page now includes the user's
current status in the activity.

W44

Sprint
W27

*CORE-598
*CORE-772

OPCM - Messaging - News
Items - Select Item

Custom Interfaces

Enhancement

Associate an object with a news
item

It is now possible to associate an assignable object
with a news item. If a custom interface is updated to
use this functionality, objects can now be launched
directly from news items. This can be used to promote
certain content, or to associate an object with an
important announcement. The associated item will
launch for the user only if the user has access to the
item through an assignment or catalog, otherwise the
item will not open.

W32

Custom Interfaces

Enhancement

Allow for users to unassign selfassigned skill profiles and
curricula

Support has been added for users to unassign their
previously self-assigned skill profiles and curricula
(requires custom interfaces). This process unassigns all
Not Attempted items assigned as part of the skill
profile or curricula, but only if they were not also
assigned via other means. This option only exists for
self-assigned skill profiles and curricula; admin,
manager, or system-assigned items cannot be
unassigned by the user. Most custom interfaces will
require an update to use this functionality, and
support for the same option in OPCV will be included
in a future release.

W42

*CORE-988
*CORE-989
*CORE-990

OPCM - Administration Custom Interfaces
Display Hierarchy Create/Edit Node - Node Type

Enhancement

New 'External URL' display
hierarchy node type

A new hieararchy node type called 'external URL' has
been added as an available and supported node level.
When users select such a node from their UI, they will
be launched to the URL specified during node setup or
edit. This may be used to include access to outside
content or learning materials inside of the structured
display hierarchy.

W42

*CORE-598
*CORE-772

OPCM - Messaging - News
Items - Select Item

Custom Interfaces

Enhancement

Associate an object with a news
item

It is now possible to associate an assignable object
with a news item. If a custom interface is updated to
use this functionality, objects can now be launched
directly from news items. This can be used to promote
certain content, or to associate an object with an
important announcement. The associated item will
launch for the user only if the user has access to the
item through an assignment or catalog, otherwise the
item will not open.

W32

*CORE-855

Custom Interfaces

Bug

Display Hierarchy call includes
items with specific tags

The tag data included in the display hierarchy call now
includes the items set with that tag. Previously the call
returned data only on the tag itself, and not on tagged
items.

W32

*CORE-978

Custom Interfaces

Bug

Assignment lists displaying
objects as recommended

Certain assignment lists were showing objects as
recommended for the user, even if they were not. This
has been corrected.

W36

*CORE-1001

Custom Interfaces Advanced Search

Enhancement

Document metatags and
When searching for documents via the recently added
description returned in Advanced Advanced Search function, descriptions and any meta
Search data
tags are included in the data returned for all
documents matching the search criteria. Custom
interfaces will need to be updated to include this
information in search results.

W38

Custom Interfaces Advanced Search

Enhancement

New 'Advanced Search'
configuration window in
customer configs

An Advanced Search configuration window has been
added to the customer configuration page in OPCM.
This window allows admins to configure what should
be returned in user search results in advanced searchenabled UIs. The options include standard objects
(courses, nuggets, etc...), documents, forums and
forum posts, and people.
Customers wishing to use this functionality will
require an update to their UI(s), and certain modules
will need to be enabled to use all listed options.

W46

*CORE-1272

Custom Interfaces Advanced Search

Bug

Advanced search corrected to
check OPDoc rights before
returning documents

The advanced search functionality in custom portals
now only returns the documents the user should see
based on group, job code, role, or inherited node
restrictions. Previously, all documents matching the
search query were returned in the search. This only
affects customers who use OPDoc and are set to
include documents in search results.

W46

*CORE-1175

Custom Interfaces - Forums Bug
- Launch OPCV Forums
View

Fixed forum launch from custom
UI

Corrected a typo in the url to launch to the OPCV
Forums view from a custom UI; forums can now be
launched from custom interfaces without issue.

W44

*CORE-535
*CORE-1125

*CORE-796
*CORE-1187

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Advanced Search

*CORE-103
*CORE-104
*CORE-599
*CORE-600
*CORE-602
*CORE-603
*CORE-757
*CORE-941

Custom Interfaces - News

Enhancement

Enhancements to News Portlet

The functionality and management of news items
have been enhanced in a number of ways, including
the ability to set news item type, to sequence "slider"
type items, and to set news item availability dates and
status. These updates collectively provide much more
flexibility in how news items are presented to users
within custom interfaces, while also providing
additional tools and information to make their
creation and management easier for admins.
Custom interfaces will need to be updated to use the
full range of new features.

W36

*CORE-1174

Custom Interfaces Notifications

Enhancement

Support for users to delete their
notifications

Support has been added for users to delete their
received notifications from within custom interfaces.
Customers wishing their users to have this ability will
require an update to their UI(s).

W44

*CORE-776

Custom Interfaces - Search Enhancement

Record searched terms in LRS

When users search their available catalogs from a
custom interface using the new Advanced Search
function, their search query is recorded and sent to
the LRS for reporting.

W32

*CORE-1318
*CORE-1348

Custom Interfaces - Search Bug

Archived items now never appear Resolved an issue where items previously archived for
in user search results
the user could appear in the search results of portals
using the new Advanced Search functionality. This has
been addressed, and archived items now no longer
appear in user views.

W48

*CORE-1461

Custom Interfaces - Search Bug
for Documents

Advanced Search now
appropriately restricts which
documents are returned

Additional checks have been added to the Advanced
Search feature to ensure users are only ever returned
documents they have the rights to see. Previously
some users were seeing documents they did not have
permission to see.

W52

*CORE-1313

Custom Interfaces Waitlisted user switches
sessions

Bug

Resolved issue with missing
session registration after
switching sessions

Resolved an intermittent issue where users waitlisted
for one session and enrolling in another with a linked
session would be added to the linked session but not
the parent. This has been addressed, and users are
now able to enroll in new sessions according to the
event configurations.

W48

*CORE-1269

Custom PM Interface Switch User Session
Enrollment

Enhancement

Event trigger logic updated to
always fire trigger for users
switching sessions

W50

*LMS-406

Custom UI (OPUX) - Display Bug
Hierarchy (if used)

Display Hierarchy loading in UI

The 'Removed-From-Event-Session' trigger is now
always fired when a user is moved from one session to
another within the same class. Previously the trigger
did not fire if the move was carried out by an admin or
PM from a custom UI. The new logic ensures that
notifications can be created to inform users of the
removal and that their old enrollment is no longer
valid.
Fixed an error which prevented the loading of 6.7
hierarchy data in the UI. The data is now properly
communicated to the UI for display to the user.

*LMS-293

Custom UI (OPUX) - Portal - Enhancement
Mobile App UIs

Include OPDoc documents in
custom UI search

OPDoc documents can now be searched via a new
OPUX search method, returning documents available
to the requesting user based on existing group and
role restrictions. Search criteria include title,
description, and meta tag. Custom UIs will need to be
updated to utilize this new functionality.

W20

*LMS-317

Custom UI (OPUX) Portal Mobile

Enhancement

User unassignment of selfassigned content

Support has been added for users to unassign objects
they have previously self-assigned. Custom interfaces
will need to be updated to provide this option to end
users, and there will be an archive action for any
completed items.
This allows users to unassign self-assigned content
without requiring manager or administrator
intervention, leaving more room in interfaces for
more relevant or required content.

W23

Forums - View

Bug

Restrict forum management to
managed groups

Manager access to forums is now correctly limited to
forums associated with their managed groups.
Previously managers were able to manage any forum
to which they had access (eg. their own group
membership).

W27

iOS Universal

New Feature

Mobile GDPR Acceptance check - Creation of mobile GDPR Acceptance check for iOS
iOS Universal
Universal to coincide with implementation of EU's
GDPR

*LMS-611

*APPS-15

OPCM - Messaging - News
Items

OPCM - Notifications Forums - Select Forum

W21

W17

*CORE-1137

Mobile Apps - Enter
Activity - Complete/Exit
Activity

Bug

Exiting activities in mobile apps
now evaluates skill profile and
curriculum statuses

When a user exits an activity within a mobile app, any
skill profiles and curricula which include that activity
are automatically evaluated and have their statuses
updated accordingly. This brings activities in line with
other object types, as activity interactions or
completions previously did not prompt a skill profile
or curriculum check.

W44

Bug

Repaired course mobile publish
settings

Corrected an issue which caused course mobile
publish settings ("Download to Mobile Device" and
"Remove from Mobile Device") to be saved with
incorrect values in the database. Courses published
with the "On demand" and "Remove XX days after
completion" should now have the correct behavior on
mobile devices.

W40

*CORE-1085
*CORE-1086

OPCM - Content - Courses Select Courses - Publish

Mobile Apps - Select
Assigned Course

*CORE-1042
*CORE-1043

OPCM - Content - Nuggets Select Nugget - Advanced

Mobile Apps - URL Nugget - Enhancement
Launch Nugget

Config to set URL launch method A 'Use External Browser (mobile)' option is now
on mobile now available at
available at the individual nugget level, allowing
nugget-level
admins to set whether URL nuggets on mobile should
launch to an external browser, open using the app
web view, or to follow the customer-level
configuration. Prior to this addition, all URL nuggets
utilized the customer-level configuration, which did
not allow for setting independent launching behavior
for one or more nuggets.

W40

*CORE-1147

Mobile Apps - xAPI Courses Bug

OPMGW incorrectly updating
xAPI Course Statuses to
'Complete' when User is
'Incomplete'

Corrected an issue where xAPI courses were
sometimes being marked as Complete upon user exit,
even if the user should be marked as Incomplete. This
has been addressed and the gateway now checks both
course and xAPI statement data before marking the
status.

W42

*CORE-1284

Mobile Devices

Bug

Apostrophes in event names are
now sent down without html
encoding

Apostrophes in event names are now passed to
mobile devices as the character, rather than html
character encoding. This ensures that the event
names appear as intended on mobile devices, similar
to other object types.

W48

*CORE-1351

Mobile Devices - Launch
xAPI Course

Bug

Corrected issue with xAPI course Launching an xAPI course on mobile was previously
statuses prematurely being set to marking users as 'Complete' prematurely in some
'Complete'
situations. This has been addressed, and users are
now marked as 'Incomplete' upon opening an xAPI
course and remain there until they complete all
course requirements.

W50

*CORE-1033

Mobile Devices - Self
Assignment of Skill
Profiles/Curricula

Enhancement

Use of sync item function to
speed up self-assignment of Skill
Profiles and Curricula

The sync item method can now be used to return data
on skill profiles and associated content. If supported
by custom UIs, this allows for faster self-assignment of
skill profiles and curricula from mobile devices.

W38

*CORE-900

OPPortal - Default UI Home - Search for
Document - Download

Bug

Repaired document download
from portal

Fixed issue with OPDoc not reading the browser type
when documents were downloaded from the portal
home page search, which resulted in the document
download not completing.

W34

*LMS-407

OPPORTAL - Help

Enhancement

Update to the standard opportal
help package

The default 6.8 OPPortal 'Help' section has been
updated and is now more easily customizable.

W21

OPPortal - Mobile
Registration (exact path
varies)

Enhancement

Messaging for VPP customers on
Mobile Registration Page

The mobile registration page in OPPortal now contains
extra phrases for customers using VPP for their mobile
app. These phrases instruct users on how to install
their app and provide a VPP installation link. As with
all language phrases, this text can be customized if
desired.

W44

OPPortal - Search - Select
Event - Register

Bug

Repaired an error in event
launching from search

Fixed a null pointer error which prevented users from
enrolling in a session found via a search from their
learning portal.

W32

OPPortal > User Login or
Mobile > Register

Enhancement

Form Activities can now be used
for attestation at login

For customers who utilize the optional forms module,
the Initial Assignment Launch attestation option can
now be set to launch a Form Activity upon user login.
Admins can now choose a Course, Nugget,
Assessment Set, or Form Activity for the initial launch
object.

W48

*LMS-207

OPUX

Enhancement

GDPR User Affirmation

OPUX Viewer Endpoint: GDPR User Affirmation to
coincide with the implementation of the EU's GDPR

W17

*LMS-355

Portal - Mobile App UI Forums

Bug

Improved loading times for forum Several forums calls have been consolidated, speeding
pages
up forum page loading times and preventing page
freezes.

*CORE-1146

OPCM - Administration System Administration Languages - Edit - Portal

*CORE-782

*CORE-1150

OPCM - Administration Configuration - Customer Login Access Options Assignment Launch

W20

*CORE-654

OPCM - Messaging - Forums - User Interfaces - Advanced Enhancement
Select Forum - Content
Search

Inclusion of Forums and Forum
Posts in Advanced Search results

Support has been added to include forums and forum
posts in advanced search results. This allows for user
searches to find relevant forums and posts as part of
their searches within the UI, allowing users to find all
related information quickly and easily. Custom user
interfaces will need to be updated to use this
functionality.

W29

*CORE-687

User Interfaces - Advanced Bug
Search

Corrected Advanced Search
Results

Resolved a sorting issue with Advanced Search where
the filtering and sorting was carried out on a sub-set
of the total results, rather than on the full set. Users
should now accurately see the top hits in their search
results.

W29

*CORE-1105

Various User Interfaces

Bug

Fixed curriculum status update
upon nested activity completion

Addressed an issue which prevented a user's
curriculum from being marked complete if an activity
was the last item completed within a contained skill
profile. This has now been fixed and the status of both
the skill profile and the curriculum are updated
appropriately upon activity completion.

W42

Various User Interfaces "OPDoc" HTML Nugget

Enhancement

Support for applying OPDoc
permissions using new option in
nugget wizard

The nugget wizard now contains an option to create
an 'OPDoc' HTML-type nugget. The wizard asks the
admin to enter the ID of a specific file within OPDoc,
and when a user opens the created nugget from a
web interface or their mobile device (requires the
latest mobile app update), this new method applies
OPDoc permissions before presenting the document.
This will serve similar functionality to the current
document in-line and document external asset types,
which will be removed in an upcoming release.

W42

*CORE-1048

OPCM - Content - Nuggets Nugget Wizard

